
Show not tell is a way to write details of your story in a way that the reader can
experience the story as if they are in it. 

Two effective ways you can do this for your story...

Describing  settings or objects that are important
in your story.

Harness the Power of Show Not Tell

Show not tell for emotions
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Step 6

When your character has an
emotional reaction, eg happy,
excited, scared, nervous.

Have a look at some of these examples to get ideas for how to use this technique in
your story.

scared excited

nervous

angryuncertain

his heart
racedHis breath

came in short,
ragged gasps

The colour
drained from

his face

A knot tightened
in his stomach

Beads of sweat
formed on her

brow

Her voice
wavered

She started pacing

Words tumbled out
of her mouth 

She bounced on the balls of her feet

Her hands fluttered in
the air, punctuating
her words with lively

gestures her face was
flushed

a vein pulsed visibly
on his temple

His jaw
clenched

tightly

his nostrils flared 

is face turned an
alarming shade of red

he gnawed nervously 
on her bottom lip

his voice
wavered

his voice trailed off

he toyed with the 
pen in his hands

Back story: describe an event that has happened in their life and how this has caused your character to
have a specific trait.
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Show not tell using the 5 senses
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woods/
forest

the ground beneath my feet felt cool and
cushioned, covered in a thick layer of fallen

leaves, twigs, and soft moss

Birds chirped and
trilled melodiously

sunlight filtered through
the dense canopy, casting

dappled shadows that
danced on the forest floor

the air carried a crisp earthy
scent, tinged with the delicate
fragrance of pine needles and

damp moss 

a gentle rustling of leaves
and the occasional whisper

of a breeze 

the distant gurgle of a
babbling brook grew louder

an old
key

tarnished bronze

 faint aroma of aged
brass wafted up

 worn edges and
intricate engravings 

cold, smooth surface

subtle shimmer danced
along the edges

stormthe low rumble of
thunder

rain lashed down
dark, brooding clouds

loomed overhead

the wind howled 
the wind whipped through

the air

the air crackled with
electricity

beach

vast expanse of cerulean blue

The gentle breeze
caressed my skin

salty tang of the ocean air 

taste of salt lingered 

rolling waves

rhythmic sound of
crashing waves 

the sound of seagulls
echoed in the distance

rain poured down in torrents

Back story: describe an event that has happened in their life and how this has caused your character to
have a specific trait.
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Show not Tell - Character's Emotions
Choose three emotions that your main character or a character in your story feels.
Write some of the ways they show this emotion with their actions or appearance.

Show not Tell - Settings and Objects
Choose three places or important objects that is in your story. Describe them trying
to use as many of the five senses as you can. Remember to keep in mind the mood
you are trying to create.

Emotion:

Emotion:

Emotion:

Place/ Object:

Place/ Object:

Place/ Object:
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